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• Paginate your notebooks	


•Acting = 56;  Technical = 64	


•We start our makeup unit today!	


•Have we seen all your lip sync videos?

Learning Goal: students will be able 
to describe the duties of a makeup 

designer. 



Paginate 
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• Starting with first page [on the right], 
number each page [front and back] up to 
20	


•You may number at the top or on the 
bottom	




Learning Goals
Learning Goal: students will be able 
to describe the process [sequence] of 
applying straight & old age makeup 

to a partner’s face. 

Learning Goal: students will be able 
to describe the duties of a makeup 

designer. 

Reading Goal: How does a stage makeup 
designer work with other makeup artists 

and actors? 



1. Disney’s The Lion King is a story about... 	


2. One reason an actor might wear makeup is 
because __. 	


3. For Halloween this year, I want to dress up as 
__. 	


4. Professional makeup designers need __ and __ 
to succeed in the business.

!

On pages 1-7 in your notebook, please 

select 3 of the following to complete. 7 January





• Watch from two perspectives: 	


• makeup designer	


• how to transform a cartoon musical to a stage 
musical	


• As you watch, be mindful of	


• comparisons you may have of the cartoon	


• songs you may remember	


The Lion King

Watching Goal: what similarities are 
there between the cartoon and the 

stage show? 



The Lion King: 
Overview

pages 8 - 9

• Make a list of three things from the live 
theatre version that you remember from 
the cartoon 

Watching Goal: what similarities are 
there between the cartoon and the 

stage show? 



The Lion King: 
Overview



The Lion King: 
From Screen to Stage

pages 8 - 9

!

•Describe two challenges the designers 
faced in  bringing The Lion King to the 
stage	


Watching Goal: what challenges did 
the designers face in bringing LK to 

the stage? 



The Lion King: 
From Screen to Stage



The Lion King: 
Meet our make up artist

1. Put on page 10	

2. While reading, if it doesn’t help with our goal, it’s 

not essential	


3. You still read it, but it’s not important…

Reading Goal: How does a stage makeup 
designer work with other makeup artists 

and actors? 



Important Vocabulary

• The Bible 	


• collection of photos of each individual 
character	


• helps train the newbie makeup artist who 
join the team

Reading Goal: How does a stage makeup 
designer work with other makeup artists 

and actors? 



The Lion King: 
Meet our make up artist

1. Number each main section [there are 6]	


2. Read the article aloud with a partner	


3. For each section, highlight no more than three 
main points/ideas	


4. If it doesn’t help you answer the reading goal, 
don’t underline it	


5. Look up underlined words & any ones you can’t 
figure out if they are important

Reading Goal: How does a stage makeup designer 
work with other makeup artists and actors? 



What was that?
• Review the directions…



8 January 
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• Finish Lion King article activity	


•Want some more acting opportunities?	


•Advice from other makeup artists	


• Last year’s work…

Learning Goal: students will be able 
to describe the duties of a makeup 

designer. 



1. Different from what you might read at church, a 
makeup artist’s bible is…	


2. One reason a makeup artist must be thick-
skinned in the theatre business is because…	


3. An important tip for a makeup designer is __ 
because __.	


4. A makeup designer collaborates with other 
theatre professionals when they… [do NOT say “put on 
makeup” OR “work together!”]

!

On pages 1-7 in your notebook, please 

select 3 of the following to complete.

8 January



Handout goes on  
page 11



Celebration of the Arts

1. Who’s coming to visit us?	


2. Who should do this activity?	


3. What happens during this event?	


4. What’s the benefit of doing this?	


5. Where does this happen?	


6. When does this happen?



desks off

1. Go to page 10	


2. Get out your post-it from yesterday	


3. Can’t find your post-it?	


4. You will have complete 2…



The Lion King: 
Meet our make up artist

1. Select one highlighted main from the paragraph 
numbered on your post-it.	


2. Put your initials on the bottom.	


3. Write the main idea in your own student words.	


4. Put it on the correct chart on the wall.	


5. In 5 minutes we will go around and read all the 
post-its.

Reading Goal: How does a stage makeup designer 
work with other makeup artists and actors? 



Gallery Walk  
Post-it Process

1. Starting at your number…	


2. Read each post-it [1 minute]	


3. Did each one answer the reading goal?

Reading Goal: How does a stage makeup designer 
work with other makeup artists and actors? 



On page 10 
@ the bottom of your 

handout…

Having a reading goal for this assignment 
was __ because __.

Reading Goal: How does a 
stage makeup designer work 

with other makeup artists and 
actors? 



The Lion King: 
An Actor Prepares

Watching Goal: what challenges 
does an actor face each time he/she 

performs in the LK?

!

•Describe three challenges that an 
actor faces each performance 
[remember: 8x/week...]	


pages 8 - 9



The Lion King: 
An Actor Prepares

Watching Goal: what challenges does an actor 
face each time he/she performs in the LK?



The Lion King: 
An Actor Prepares

Watching Goal: what challenges 
does an actor face each time he/she 

performs in the LK?

!

•Describe three challenges that an 
actor faces each performance 
[remember: 8x/week...]	


pages 8 - 9



Sign up to perform

We need you for 31 January!



Let’s watch a lip sync!



9 January 
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• Sign up to work/perform @ Celebration 
of the Arts Festival on January 31st!	


•Makeup Application: a tutorial	


•Notes & Tools	


•Why take theatre? Website time…i.e. 
homework

Learning Goal: students will be able 
to describe the process [sequence] of 

applying old age makeup to a 
partner’s face. 



!

On pages 1-7 in your notebook, please 

select 3 of the following to complete.

9 January

1. One challenge designers faced bringing The Lion 
King from screen to the stage includes __. 	


2. Theatre professionals must collaborate in 
designing The Lion King when they [don’t just say work together...] 
__.	


3. A makeup designer’s duties include __ and __. 	


4. Professional makeup designers need __ and __ 
to succeed in the business.



We’ve looked at how:

• makeup designer works in the world of 
theatre	


• now let’s see the process of actually 
applying makeup



Makeup application 

!

•Make a list of the tools he uses…	


•Be able to describe what he does with 
those tools first, second, third, etc.

pages 8 - 9

Watching Goal: students will be able 
to describe the process [sequence] of 
applying straight & old age makeup 

to a partner’s face. 



Handout goes on  
page 12



With a partner 

!

•Read aloud the top part	


•Ignore the initials for now…



Handout goes on  
page 12

Add notes to this page and on page 13



Foundation/Base

1.All makeup starts with a foundation or base	


2.Apply it evenly with a sponge	


3.Use stage makeup sparingly...it spreads well



Here’s the order...
1. Foundation	


•one/two times darker than your skin 	


2. Shadows--blend up [SU]	


3. Highlights--blend down [HD]	


4. Rouge	


5. Stipple--coarse black sponge that helps 
establish texture	


6. Powder--will help to set the makeup



Shadows--some definitions
• Shadows are used to hollow out areas and to create the 

appearance of wrinkles in the skin.	


• Be sure to shadow	


• eye sockets	


• sides of nose	


• cheekbones	


• temples	


• neck area	


• nasolabial fold [smile lines]	




!

On page 13  please select 3 of the 
following to complete.

1.A shadow is...	


2.Foundation is...	


3.Some important areas of the face to shadow 
include __ and __. 	


4.When applying makeup, it’s important to...	


!



Highlights--some rules

• Every shadow has a highlight. 	


• Every highlight must have a hard and a soft edge. 	


• Hard edge highlight is generally right next to hard edge of 
shadow.	


• Blend all highlights down [HD]	


• Blend all shadows up [SU]



Handout goes on  
page 14



• Using a pencil ONLY 	


• With your pencils, trace over each wrinkle 
or shadow with a hard edge 	


• Each hard edge should blend into a soft 
edge into the foundation--blend this with 
your finger	


• On Monday, you will draw these on your 
face!



Handout goes on  
page 15



10 January 
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• Sign up to work/perform @ Celebration 
of the Arts Festival on January 31st!	


•Makeup Application: a tutorial	


•Notes & Tools	


•Why take theatre? Website time…i.e. 
homework

Learning Goal: students will be able 
to describe the process [sequence] of 

applying old age makeup to a 
partner’s face. 



1. __ and __ are two tools a makeup designer 
uses in creating a look for a character. 	


2. The first step in applying makeup…	


3. A stipple brush…	


4.Complete this chart: H____  I____ D_____ 
and S___ O___ U___

!

On pages 1 - 7, please select 3 of the 
following to complete.

10 January



•Your task is tell other NSHS students 
why they should take the theatre 
class and post it on the 
www.nshstheatre.com website



The Process...

•Write three reasons to take the class	


•Compose it offsite so you can grammar/spell 
check	


•Head out to www.nshstheatre.com	


•Paste in your comment

http://www.nshstheatre.com


1. In a word document

•In no more than five sentences, provide 
three reasons for taking the theatre class 
here at NSHS. 	


• Spelling, capitol letters, punctuation are 
all GOOD things to have in your 
writing…small screens are no excuse!



Write an appropriate comment 

What should I write?	

•Think smart: look smart	

•3 reasons to take the class	

•Be honest, no need to suck up

We DON’T want	

•One word posts	

• You must have a 3 reasons to take it	




2. go to www.nshstheatre.com

http://www.nshstheatre.com


3. click on the comment icon



4. Copy and paste your sentences in 
the box 



Because we are an educational 
site...

•All comments must be approved before 
they are officially posted	

!

•This keeps audience etiquette @ its 
nicest...	

•I don’t have to worry about comments like, 
‘Don’t take it, Rillingale sucks!’



Fill in your details here

Write your email address here

Got your own website? Tell us the URL!

Put your first name, initial of last name & period = LisaA1, 
JoshB2, AdrianS3 



If you have done it before, it should 
remember you…

Write your email address here

Got your own website? Tell us the URL!

Put your first name, initial of last name & period = LisaA1, 
JoshB2, AdrianS3 



Click here when you are done

Write your email address here
Put your first name, initial of last name & period = LisaA1, 
JoshB2, AdrianS3 
Got your own website? Tell us the URL!

l
l



compose!

• Remember: you need three reasons	


• We can accept one spelling error but no more or your 
comment will not be accepted	


• All votes must be posted by Wednesday,  January 15th 
by 3 pm	


• So put it on your calendar! Use your phone to hop 
online	


• Use our school computer[s] during lunch or after 
school

www.nshstheatre.com

http://www.nshstheatre.com


check it out

• www.nshstheatre.com	


• go there now on your phone

http://www.nshstheatre.com


Makeup application 

!

•Make a list of the tools he uses…	


•Be able to describe what he does with 
those tools first, second, third, etc.

pages 8 - 9

Watching Goal: students will be able 
to describe the process [sequence] of 
applying straight & old age makeup 

to a partner’s face. 



“Advice from a Professional 
Makeup Designer”  

Handout goes on page 16



Advice from a Professional 
Makeup Designer

1. Number each main section [there are 7]	


2. Read the article aloud with a partner	


3. For each section, highlight no more than 2 main 
points/ideas	


4. If it doesn’t help you answer the reading goal, 
don’t underline it	


5. Look up underlined words & any ones you can’t 
figure out if they are important

Reading Goal: How does a stage makeup 
designer work with other makeup artists and 

actors? 



1. Write a one sentence summary of the article	


2. Identify three ways a makeup designer works 

with other theatre professionals — use  your 

own words & write complete sentences

•One sentence summary must have 
title, genre,who,what, and where 
[or when].

On page 16…

“Advice from a Professional Makeup Designer,” 
an article by Wade Bradford, is about ….



•write your three 
reasons on 
www.nshstheatre.com

Done?

http://www.nshstheatre.com


•Some of the reasons I chose 
theatre were because there 
isn’t a lot of or any hw, the 
teacher is so funny, and the 
class counts as an art credit.

Who posted:

It’s anonymous & 
you want your 

credit



13 January 
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• Sign up to work/perform @ Celebration of the 
Arts Festival on January 31st!	


•Makeup Lab!	


• Please post your comment to 
www.nshstheatre.com [due on Wednesday]

Learning Goal: students will be able to 
apply old age makeup to a partner’s 
face following the proper sequence

http://www.nshstheatre.com


Handout goes on  
page 17

Don’t glue it in YET



1. Pull out all your paperwork	


2. Put our name on your rubric	


3.Follow the sequence on the rubric & you will be 
okay	


4.We will stop at 10 minutes to the period’s end

���67

Straight Makeup Lab



1.Select a partner & decide who is the designer/
model	


2.Determine if model needs fair, medium or dark 
foundation	


3.Collect your palette and put the point towards 
you	


• Foundation is on the left 	


• Shadow is the middle [darkest color]	


•Highlight is on the right [lightest color]
���68

Straight Makeup Lab



Straight Makeup Lab
1.Apply foundation with sponge to half of face	


2.Apply all shadows with brush--follow your 
drawings & blend UP 

3.Clean brush with wet wipe	


4.Apply all highlights with brush & blend 
DOWN	


5.Clean brush with wet wipe	


6.Take your picture w/my camera



Finished?

•Make sure I have photographed you!	


•Put your plate w/sponge in box DL	


•Put your brush in the cup	


•Use baby wipes to get cleaned up
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Learning Goal: students will be able to 
apply old age makeup to a partner’s 
face following the proper sequence



15 January 
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• Sign up to work/perform @ Celebration of the 
Arts Festival on January 31st!	


•Makeup Lab reflection	


• Please post your comment to 
www.nshstheatre.com [due on by the end of 
today]	


•Take a few notes

Learning Goal: students will be 
able to describe & identify 5 

types of Stage makeup

http://www.nshstheatre.com


1. __ and __ are two tools a makeup designer 
uses in creating a look for a character. 	


2. The first step in applying makeup…	


3. Shadows…	


4.Highlights…	


5.Complete this chart: H____  I____ D_____ 
and S___ O___ U___

!

On pages 1 - 7, please select 3 of the 
following to complete.

15 January



Turn to page 17 

1. Review the rubric	


2. Think back on your experience as a makeup 
designer	


3. Grade yourself on your process in Pencil, 
circling in each section	


4. On the bottom of page 17, complete the 
reflection in complete sentences. 



Tomorrow
1.You will start your makeup lab	


2. When complete, have someone critique you 
in pen on your rubric.	


3. They must write their name on the rubric or 
no points.	


4.They must offer two specific oral comments.	


5. You must get photographed with your 
partner outside in the good light.



Make some Notes:  
page 18 

!



2: Actors Need Makeup

1. Alter physical features	


script says you must look ___	


director wants you to look __





2: Actors Need Makeup

2. Give the actor psychological shield	


helps you to NOT be yourself 	


helps you “get into character”



You need a shield!



5 Styles of Makeup
1. Natural or straight	


enhance what you already have 	


you are same age as your character	


2. Character 	


anything demanded by the script	


beards, humps, eye patches, scars, age	


3. Corrective	


fix broken noses, too close eyes, etc













Before/After



5 Styles of Makeup

4. Fantasy or stylized	


Wicked Witch, Avatar, etc.	


Santa Claus	


5. Glamour 	


what women do most days when 
they apply their makeup	


it goes on heavier for evening events	


HS actors often combine styles
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Learning Goal: students will be able to 
apply old age makeup to a partner’s 
face following the proper sequence



16 January 
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• Sign up to work/perform @ Celebration of the 
Arts Festival on January 31st!	


•Makeup Lab reflection	


Learning Goal: students will be 
able to apply old age makeup 

on a partner’s face



today

1.When complete, have someone critique you 
in pen on your rubric on page 17.	


2. They must write their name on the rubric or 
no points.	


3.They must offer two specific oral comments.	


4. You must get photographed with your 
partner outside in the good light.



21 January 
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• Sign up to work/perform @ Celebration of the 
Arts Festival on January 31st!	


• Finish taking notes	


•Get ready for the talent show!	


•Watch “Face Off”	


•New seating chart

Learning Goal: students will be 
able to apply old age makeup 

on a partner’s face



!

On pages 1 - 7,  please select 3 of the 
following to complete.

1.One important reason actors need to wear 
makeup is to...	


2.__ and __ are two styles of makeup.	


3.Character makeup can be described as... 	


4.Makeup helps an actor...	


5.Corrective makeup...	


!

21 January



Hey:  who wrote this?
1.Theater is so awesome it makes me 

want to go to school. I got to meet 
some awesome people that end up 
becoming close friends. Theater has 
helped me open up and be less shy. I 
love acting and performing theater 
makes school better	


send me an email so I know 
who you are…no credit 



finish makeup 
Notes:  
page 18 

!



5 Sources Create Character 
1. Script demands	


always start here first!	


2. Production style & period of play	


find this from script & director	


3. Age of character	


find this in your script



4. Character’s environment	


occupation	


demeanor [conduct]	


health	


5. Observation of people 	


photos, images, films	


people you meet	


!

5 Sources Create Character 



Handout goes on  
page 19



• Website Comment #2	


• Describe three qualities a makeup artist needs to 
succeed in the business. Please, no more than five 
sentences. Be sure to reference at least one article 
we have read or video clip we have seen as part 
of your discussion. Comments close in seven days. 



• For example…	


• In the article, 	


• In the film clip,



• LG:  What qualities does a makeup 
designer need to succeed in the business?



22 January 
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• Sign up to work/perform @ Celebration of the 
Arts Festival on January 31st!	


•Makeup Final Today!	


•Remember to do your web comments

Learning Goal: students will be 
able to apply old age makeup 

on a partner’s face



1. Pull out all your paperwork	


2. Slug names on your rubric	


3.Follow the sequence on your rubric	


4.Get photographed & critiqued by me	


5.You can’t ask me for help, but use your classmates

���105

Old age Makeup final


